In the current era of globalization, it is irresistible of internet utility that simplified human effort in terms of sharing information in all kind of purposes. Globalization demand democracy and freedom to information in all kind of level in which social issues as part of those freedom. Hence to overcome social issues, social networking sites was made for having social information sharing within public, from small scale of society to worldwide sites of community. Social networking sites are part of information technology that being one of the most popular sites with massive scale of member with the purposes to create information networking between individuals within international society and by this networking sites, public try to share information and ideas all over the world by picture, words or even with video. Social information that earlier aimed to public, nowadays can attack the state directly and indirectly. These sites can contribute their distinct threat toward state by their own existence of utility. In current years, Iran tried to block YouTube, Facebook and Twitter to redeemed resistance in the form of mass protest after presidential election in June 2009. Rather on creating a sphere to mobilize protester, it was believe to gain control over international support for the political resistance. From an era of information sharing for public, comes an era that public can also attain international support for its movement. International society are no longer mutually exclusive belong to state and its diplomacy but also expanding to all form of actors, including non-state entity such as public and individual. And all this concept being packed in a form of medium of event that we call Iran twitter revolution.
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